XR Series Remote Control Status
This Tech Bulletin is necessary as there have been some changes over the past few seasons and
there is confusion as to what is available and what remote works with which golf cart. Please see the
remote pics below to determine the current status for your unit.

This is the X112 - used with 5 speed controllers in the XR4 - XR5
and XR6 golf carts and some XR7’s. This unit has the wire loop
antenna which doubles as a carry/hanger strap. This remote is no
longer available as the manufacturer has discontinued it.
X112

X112 status: Discontinued - no longer available - there may be a few used
working units available.

Sold in 2017 and 2018 as a compatible replacement for the
X112, this unit is also no longer available.
X113 status: Discontinued by manufacturer.
X113

K112

This is the K112 - used with 7 speed controllers in most XR7’s
and all XR9 golf carts. This unit has an internal antenna on the
printed circuit board, so there is no danger of breaking the antenna
wire as with the X112. There is also an on-off switch on the side of
the unit. This unit can be used with an XR4-5 or 6, but to do so you
must install a compatible controller or ECU.

K112 status: Available now as a straight replacement if needed.
Can be used in XR4-5-6 if controller is replaced as well.

If you require a new remote controller for your XR4-5-6 or 7 with 5 speed controller,
you must get the K112 along with a new ECU controller.
The K112 remote is not compatible with the original ECU’s used in the XR4-5-6 and some 7’s.
Contact Par Caddy for current pricing and availability.

If you need additional information please contact
Mike at Par Caddy - 705-770-2828 - call or text
or email: info@parcaddy.ca
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